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INTRODUCTION
The morbidity of virus-related hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC) has been decreasing worldwide because of
vaccination, antiviral therapy, and screening of trans-
fused blood.1-3 Nevertheless, HCC is still one of the
main leading causes of cancer-related death world-
wide.4 One reason may be that the morbidity of non-B,
non-C (NBNC) HCC, which is negative for the hepatitis-B
surface antigen (HBsAg) and hepatitis-C (HCV) anti-
body, has been increasing continuously.5-7 One survey
revealed that the proportion of NBNC HCC accounted
for 32.5% of all HCC cases in Japan in 2015; whereas,
the proportion was only 10% in 1991.7

NBNC HCC carries a poor prognosis.4 Early diagnosis
and curative resection are the basis for successful treat-
ment.8 Without the alert of virus markers, most NBNC

HCC cases do not have periodic medical examinations
and are diagnosed at an advanced stage.5,9 Ultrasono-
graphy (US), computed tomography (CT) and magnetic
resonance (MR) have been used for diagnosis, but
these techniques are dependent on the quality of the
equipment and expertise of the operator. Some people
could not be examined for their own reasons, such as
allergy to the contrast. Thus, regular HCC surveillance,
as performed for patients with viral chronic liver disease
and diagnostic markers are required for simple, specific
and rapid detection of NBNC HCC.10

Alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) is used widely for the diagnosis
of HCC, but ~30% of early-stage HCC cases cannot be
detected only by using AFP measurement.11 The diag-
nostic value of using des-gamma-carboxy prothrombin
(DCP) in HCC has been studied, but has been
inconsistent because of different backgrounds of liver
disease.12

The morbidity of NBNC HCC is continually increasing
worldwide without reliable and readily accessible
biomarkers5-7 and the diagnostic value of serum AFP
and DCP has seldom been studied for NBNC HCC. 
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The aim of this study was to determine the diagnostic
value of serum levels of AFP and DCP and their
combination for NBNC HCC in this study.

METHODOLOGY

All the participants were enrolled retrospectively from
June 2016 to July 2019 at The First Affiliated Hospital,
College of Medicine, Zhejiang University (Hangzhou,
China). All participants were NBNC HCC patients aged
>18 years who had surgical resection and were
diagnosed by histology after surgery. Ethics approval
protocol was obtained from the Ethics Committees of the
Hospital, for this research. 

The exclusion criteria were patients taking warfarin or
vitamin K within 2 weeks of blood-sample collection; who
had undergone liver transplantation; in whom lesions in
the liver could not be confirmed (e.g., people who
refused surgery or biopsy); who exhibited evidence of
malignancies other than NBNC HCC; and who received
anti-cancer treatment before measurement of serum
levels of biomarkers. 

Serum AFP levels were tested by an automatic analyser
(i2000SR; Abbott Diagnostics, Chicago, IL, USA) and
associated kits. Serum DCP levels were tested by a
chemiluminescent enzyme immunoassay (Lumipulse®
G PIVKA-II; Fujirebio, Tokyo, Japan). SPSS 22.0 (IBM,
Armonk, NY, USA) and Prism 5 (GraphPad, San Diego,
CA, USA) were used for analyses. Statistical signifi-
cance for tests was set at p <0.01. If quantitative data did
not have a normal distribution, Mann-Whitney U-test
was used to evaluate intergroup differences. To assess
the diagnostic value of NBNC HCC, analyses of receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves were conducted
and the areas under the receiver operating characteristic
curve (AUC) were calculated.

RESULTS

The characteristics of participants with NBNC HCC are
listed in Table I. One hundred and thirty-six NBNC HCC
patients and 259 cases of healthy controls were
assigned to NBNC HCC group and control group,
respectively. The normal ranges of DCP and AFP were
0-40 mAU/ml and 0-20 ng/ml. Levels of AFP and DCP
were measured and compared in the control group and
NBNC HCC group. The mean levels of AFP and DCP
were 615.2 ng/ml and 3247.03 mAU/ml, respectively.
Levels of AFP and DCP were clearly increased in the
NBNC HCC group relative to controls, with p-values of
0.000 and 0.000, respectively (Figure 1). 

ROC curves were plotted to determine the diagnostic
value of different serum biomarkers for NBNC HCC
patients. AFP and DCP showed diagnostic accuracy with
an AUC value of 0.763 and 0.853, respectively; whereas,
combination of AFP and DCP demonstrated the best
diagnostic accuracy (AUC = 0.867, Figure 2). Moreover,

DCP showed better diagnostic accuracy than AFP and
compared with use of a single biomarker, use of a
combination of biomarkers increased the diagnostic
accuracy.

The positivity and negativity of hepatitis B core antibody
(HBcAb) in NBNC HCC patients and controls were also
explored respectively (Figure 3). Compared with HBcAb-
positive NBNC HCC, both AFP and DCP showed better
diagnostic accuracy for HBcAb-negative NBNC HCC.

DISCUSSION

We focused primarily on the accuracy of using measure-
ments of AFP, DCP and their combination (AFP + DCP)
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Table I: Characteristics of NBNC HCC patients..
Characteristics                                    Number of patients

Age

>50 years 93.38% (127)

<50 years 6.62% (9)

Gender

Male 80.88% (110)

Female 19.12% (26)

Positivity HBcAb

Yes 80.15% (109)

No 19.85% (9)

Hypertension

Yes 38.24% (52)

No 61.76% (84)

Type 2 diabetes

Yes 19.85% (27)

No 80.15% (109)

Tumor Number

Single 80.88% (110)

Multiple 19.12% (26)

Cirrhosis

Yes 38.24% (52)

No 61.76% (84)

Fatty liver

Yes 15.44% (21)

No 84.56% (115)

Schistosomal hepatopathy

Yes 5.88% (8)

No 94.12% (128)

Alcoholic liver

Yes 2.21% (3)

No 97.79% (133)

HBcAb: Hpatitis B core antibody

Figure 1: Comparison of levels of AFP and DCP in the control group and
NBNC HCC group.
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for the diagnosis of NBNC HCC. The diagnostic accuracy
of using AFP and DCP for HBcAb-negative and HBcAb-
positive patients with NBNC HCC was also explored. 

HCC is a common malignancy in Asia and the third most
common cause of cancer-related death worldwide, only
behind lung cancer and gastric cancer.4 Although most

HCC is related to viral infection, the incidence of NBNC-
HCC has recently tended to increase.6-8 The exact
aetiologies of NBNC HCC is still unclear. Non-alcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD) and non-alcoholic steato-
hepatitis (NASH) were considered to progress to
cirrhosis and NBNC HCC.5 High-fat diet and alcohol
were the two major risk factors responsible for metabolic
diseases; and NBNC HCC was considered to be one
kind of the manifestation.13 But, other studies found that
alcohol use and any other identifiable cause were not
found in up to 38.0% of the NBNC HCC patients.14 In
this study, it is found that the proportion of HBcAb-
positive was up to 80% in all NBNC HCC cases. The
fatty liver and alcohol liver were less than 20% in the
NBNC HCC cases and the proportion of cirrhosis was
less than 40%. NBNC HCC was more likely to happen in
HBcAb-positive old male patients and be presented as
one single lesion (average diameter of 4.66 cm). 

US, CT and MR have been used for diagnosis with
different diagnostic accuracy; among them, gadoxetic
acid-enhanced MRI was the most expensive technique
with the highest diagnostic accuracy. But some patients
could not be examined by gadoxetic acid-enhanced MRI
because of allergy, renal insufficiency, metal stents in the
body and so on. All these techniques are dependent on
the quality of the equipment and expertise of the
operator. In this study, all patients were examined by CT,
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Figure 2: ROC curves of AFP, DCP, and AFP+ DCP.

Figure 3: ROC curves of AFP and DCP in HBcAb-positive and HBcAb-negative patients.



MRI, or both before surgery. These are not routine
physical examination items now in our country. The
incidence of NBNC HCC is increasing worldwide, and
reliable serum biomarkers of high diagnostic accuracy
are needed. For all types of HCC, there is no reasonable
explanation for the inconsistent diagnostic accuracy of
AFP and DCP11,12; but the different backgrounds of liver
disease may be one of the main reasons.

The AUC is the most frequently used parameter for
measurement of diagnostic accuracy. AUC values range
from 0.5 (indicating an accuracy equivalent to that
expected by chance) to 1 (denoting perfect accuracy).15

In the present study, AFP and DCP had diagnostic
accuracy for NBNC HCC with AUC >0.5, but DCP
seemed to be considerably better than AFP (0.853 vs.
0.763). The combination of AFP and DCP exhibited the
best diagnostic accuracy (AUC = 0.867). Overall, the
AUC value led to conclude that combination of the two
biomarkers could improve their diagnostic value, and
that a combination of AFP and DCP was reliable for the
diagnosis of NBNC HCC.

As this research was studied in a HBV-endemic area,
the percentage of HBcAb-positivity in patients under-
going curative resection with NBNC HCC reached
~80%. The pathogenesis of NBNC HCC is not known. It
was thought that the risk of HCC increased sharply in
response to chronic liver damage at the fibrosis stage.5
In our study, most of the NBNC HCC cases did not
diagnosed as fibrosis by pathological examination after
surgery. The impact of HBcAb-positivity on the patho-
genesis of NBNC HCC has been inconsistent (and
even conflicting) in studies. Chronic HBV infection was
considered to be the key determinant in most high-risk
HCC areas (e.g., China, Eastern Africa)4 and HBcAb-
positivity had also been considered to be a promotion
factor for the development of NBNC HCC,8,16,17 according
to gene-integration studies.18-21

One study found that HBcAb-positive NBNC HCC had
more advanced tumors than overt HBV (hepatitis B
surface antigen positive) HCC, but their prognosis was
relatively comparable.22 Nevertheless, other scholars
have found that NBNC HCC patients with HBcAb-
positive have better prognosis than NBNC HCC patients
with HBV/HCV-infected or HBcAb-negative.6,23

Given the high percentage of NBNC HCC patients with
HBcAb-positivity and the conflicting opinions of studies
on the effect of HBcAb, currently studies have not yet
made any special discussion for the serum biomarkers
for HBcAb-positivity NBNC HCC. In this study, the
diagnostic accuracy of serum biomarkers of HBcAb-
positive and HBcAb-negative subgroups respectively
have been explored for better exploration of patho-
genesis and clinical management of HCC. In the present
study, AFP and DCP showed higher diagnostic accuracy
for HBcAb-negative NBNC HCC patients (especially
DCP). DCP is a well-known serum biomarker of HCC

because of its diagnostic value and prognostic
accuracy.24,25 This study suggested that, compared with
HBcAb-positive patients, AFP and DCP had better
diagnostic accuracy for HBcAb-negative patients, and
that patients with previous HBV infection and HBsAg-
negativity may have better survival outcomes than
HBcAb-negative patients. Most scholars have considered
HBV infection to be an unfavourable factor for HCC
pathogenesis.8 It is found that previous HBV infection
(i.e., HBcAb-positivity) and HBsAg-negativity now
seemed to be favourable factors for HCC. This result is
consistent with data from two studies in 2014 and 2015,
which concluded that HBsAg-negative and HBcAb-
positive patients had better survival outcomes than
NBNC HCC patients with HBcAb-negative or patients
with HBV/HCV-infection.6,23 The population with previous
HBV infection (i.e., HBcAb-positivity) and HBsAg-
negativity now may have fewer methylation events at the
genetic level. "Pure" NBNC HCC accounted for only
20% of all NBNC cases in the present study, so more
prospective studies and further research on the
relationship between methylation events at the genetic
level and HBV infection are needed.  

CONCLUSION

Screening is also necessary in HBcAb-positive patients
for early detection of HCC, especially in the male elderly
with one single lesion in the liver. With high diagnostic
accuracy, good reproducibility, ease of implementation,
objectivity, and non-invasiveness, AFP and DCP are
suitable biomarkers and their combination could
complement imaging for the diagnosis of NBNC HCC.
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